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Figure 8.1. North-facing overview of B.162 (photo-
graph by Jason Quinlan).

Figure 8.3. South-facing photograph showing detail of 
kerb (32686) and associated floor remnants (32689) 
(photograph by Onur Yüksel).

Figure 8.4. Northeast-facing photograph showing detail 
of oven (32684) (photograph by Jason Quinlan). Figure 8.5. Northwest-facing photograph showing later 

phases of Building 161 in context, with Building 17 in the 
background (photograph by Jason Quinlan).
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Figure 8.6. South-facing overview of backfill of Building 
162, or B.161 in its earliest phase (photograph by Onur 
Yüksel).

Figure 8.7. West-facing overview of B.161 in one of its 
later phases (photograph by Jason Quinlan).

Figure 8.9. South-facing photograph showing detail of 
early partition wall (F.8182 (32672)) and plaster surface 
(32657) (photograph by Cristina Belmonte).

Figure 8.10. West-facing photograph showing detail of 
the large cluster (32653) in the northeast corner of the 
building (32653) (photograph by Jason Quinlan).

Figure 8.11. North-facing photograph showing earliest 
phase (outline) of oven superstructure, F.8160, and 
associated hearth (32649) (photograph by Cristina 
Belmonte).

Figure 8.12. East-facing photograph showing pit cut 
F.8175, including worked stone and clay ball cluster 
(32668) (photograph by Marek Barański).
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Figure 8.14. Northeast-facing photograph showing 
burial, F.8171 (skeleton (32645), left, and skeleton 
(32646), right); note phytolith remains in the northeast 
corner, which may be the remains of a wooden plank 
associated with skeleton (32645) (photograph by Jason 
Quinlan).

Figure 8.15. Northeast-facing photograph showing 
burial F.8171, skeleton (32646) under excavation (photo-
graph by Jason Quinlan).

Figure 8.16. Bone pin (32636.x1) associated with 
individual in burial F.8171 (photograph by Jason 
Quinlan).

Figure 8.17. Northeast-facing photograph showing upper 
burial in F.8171, skeleton (32644) (photograph by Jason 
Quinlan).

Figure 8.18. Orthophoto showing detail of baby burial 
in basket, F.8178 skeleton (32696) (image created from 
a 3D model by Scott Haddow).
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Figure 8.20. North-facing photograph showing later 
partition wall (23204), constructed after the insertion of 
blocking event (32671) (photograph by Vasiliki 
Koutrafouri).

Figure 8.21. Northeast-facing photograph showing oven 
superstructure (32632) (photograph by Cristina 
Belmonte).

Figure 8.23. North-facing orthophoto showing detail of 
skeleton (32608) F.7849 within the abandonment infill of 
Building 161 (image created by Scott Haddow).

Figure 8.24. West-facing overview of B.160’s main 
southern space (Sp.551) at the beginning of the 2017 
excavation season (photograph by Jason Quinlan).

Figure 8.25. South-facing photograph showing wall 
plaster with poorly preserved painting (32416) (photo-
graph by Jason Quinlan).
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Figure 8.26. South-facing photograph showing wall-
strengthening event, F.7847 (photograph by Marek 
Barański).

Figure 8.27. Northwest-facing photograph showing in 
situ cluster associated with northern wall reinforcement 
(32494).

Figure 8.29. North-facing photograph of Space 551, 
showing north face of partition wall with crawl-hole, 
F.7845 (photograph by Onur Yüksel).

Figure 8.30. North-facing photograph showing detail of 
small opening in partition wall, F.7844 (photograph by 
Numan Arslan).

Figure 8.31. North-facing photograph showing possible 
oven, F.7815, cut into the northeast corner of the space 
(photograph by Marek Barański).
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Figure 8.34. South-facing photograph showing floor 
surface (32453) and associated cluster, situated in 
proximity to the building’s ladder retrieval cut F.7816 
(photograph by Cristina Belmonte).

Figure 8.36. North-facing photograph showing overview 
of Building 160 at abandonment, including post-retrieval 
pits (photograph by Jason Quinlan).

Figure 8.37. West-facing overview of Building 43 (photo-
graph by Jason Quinlan).

Figure 8.39. South-facing photograph showing detail of 
niche cuts (30385 and 30395) in the southern wall of 
Building 43 (photograph by Onur Yüksel).

Figure 8.41. West-facing photograph showing detail of 
crawl-hole F.7507 (photograph by Nikita Bogdanov).
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Figure 8.43. East-facing photograph showing detail of 
the primary oven (30365) at the southern end of Building 
43 (photograph by James Taylor).

Figure 8.45. South-facing photograph showing detail of 
oven F.1852 against southern wall of Sp.236 (photograph 
by Erik Johansson).

Figure 8.46. South-facing photograph showing badly 
eroded southern make-up deposit (30333) (photograph by 
Erik Johansson).

Figure 8.48. Northeast-facing section of deposits left in 
situ after the excavation of B.43. Plaster floor (22326) is 
clearly visible about a third of the way up. This would 
have abutted the north side of the northern wall of Sp.235 
(photograph by Althea Asaro).


